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YogaFit Retreats are family run, based in the north-east of Ibiza & designed to provide a safe, nurturing & fun 
environment to experience  different ways of moving your body & new knowledge to feed your mind.

As we approach our 8th Ibiza retreat 
we can honestly say we are filled 
with the same excitement we felt in 
the run up to our 1st retreat. It has 
been such an amazing journey for us 
& each retreat we learn as much as 
you. We are so incredibly grateful for 
your support & trusting us in joining 
us in Ibiza for what will undoubtedly 
be a fantastic week.

As always, we have taken very helpful 
feedback on board from our previous 
retreat to make this one even better 
than before. If you have any more 
thoughts, we would love to hear them 
as we continue to evolve.

For example our juice bar is open 
again. It is located at the bar by the 

main stage.  There is a voucher for a 
half-price juice in your goodie bag.

Meal Times:
Breakfast 08:00 - 10.30
Lunch   13.00 - 14.30
Dinner  18.30 - 21.30

We have a packed timetable for 
you to create your perfect retreat, 
whether you want to join every class 
or enjoy a relaxed break.

Try & arrive 5 minutes early for class 
& bring your mat, water bottle & the 
blanket from your room if it’s cooler 
outside. 

We are following the succes of our 
April retreat, where we introduced 
the morning release & gathering. It is 

an amazing opportunity to connect, 
try something new & hear the 
important announcements for the 
day. Please come & join this special 
session. Every day after breakfast 
before class there is a different 
theme & different presenters are 
creating the sessions.

Extra activities & treatments can be 
booked at the YogaFit desk.

We have set up ‘sharing tables’ in 
the restaurant, ideal if you would 
like to meet new people & share 
conversation. We would really love to 
see these tables fully embraced to 
make meals as sociable for everyone 
as possible. 

If wet weather does come & visit us 
we ask for your patience & smiles.  
There will be a wet weather timetable 
which will be put in place from the 
moment the outside venues become 
dangerous or uncomfortable until 
they are dry again. This timetable will 
be available at reception as well as 
at the main bar.

Thank you for making the effort to 
be here & whether this is your first 
retreat or your 8th, we hope that you 
connect with the experience, your 
fellow guests & yourself. 

With love
Lindsay, Antonia, Ken & the rest of the 
team.
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What are you serving that is greater than yourself? This is 
the question & theme for our October 2019 Ibiza retreat.

This week our team will be exploring:

Karma Yoga, which is the yoga of action & our efforts for 
bringing peace & happiness into the world.

Bhakti yoga which is Love. It is about serving & devoting 
ourselves to loving all beings.

Helping others makes us feel good, so in many ways helping 
others is still a form of self love. By nourishing the universe 
in someway we are actually nourishing ourselves too. We 
are all one after all.
This year it feels amazing to be working with my friend 
Taban who is a Kurdish genocide survivor. Her charity 
the Lotus flower, helping women & girls that have been 

affected by conflict & displacement & run centers for them 
in the refugee camps in Iraq.

Taban is at this retreat sharing her incredible story, it would 
be wonderful if you could get to one of her or inspiring 
teams sessions & see if you can help in someway too.

‘Love who you are’ is their main message & campaign 
right now, which we all think is beautiful as this is where it 
starts. As without loving yourself, you cannot fully love & 
serve others. We simply all are expressions of love & we 
are completely enough as we are. We have so many gifts 
to share with the world & so many to serve along the way.

Lindsay x
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The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the service of others. 
Mahatma Gandhi



Sunny Singh
Sunny is an international dance 
fitness teacher & international 
performer. He teaches a wide 
genre of classes including 
bellydance, Bhangracise, Twerk, 
Bollywood  & stretch classes. 

Gillian Reeves
Gillian has 18 years experience 
in the fitness industry & now 
focuses on practicing & 
teaching Jivamukti yoga, a 
path to enlightenment through 
compassion for all beings.

Attila Madarasz
Attila is a former professional 
athlete (European Championship 
silver medallist in Judo), & the 
founder of IRON SWEAT. Join him 
for a deepWORK session, we 
promise you will not regret it.

Charlotte Chazel
For Charlotte, a fitness class 
is not just a way to get fit, it is 
creating an uplifting experience 
which is different in every class. 
Be fit be happy!

Lindsay Jay
Organiser | Host
Lindsay is an international 
presenter specialising in yoga, 
body conditioning & dance 
fitness. Her dreams have come 
true creating these fabulous 
retreats with her family.

Antonia Johnston
Organiser | Host
Antonia’s background is in dance 
& her light-hearted, fun & free 
spirit shines when she teaches 
yoga & dance fitness. 

Ken Johnston
Organiser | Host
Ken makes everyone feel welcome 
& happy! He has a stong passion 
for sports, fitness & also takes 
care of our media stuff. 

Amy Prentice
Amy combines different styles 
of yoga in her classes, focusing 
mainly on Vinyasa & Hatha, with 
an emphasis on physicality & a 
sense of fun throughout.

Lisa Cuerden 
A well-known fitness presenter 
teaching at many of the big UK 
fitness events. Lisa says “yoga 
truly has changed my life for the 
better & I am loving this journey”.

Maude Hirst
Maude is  an actor, writer, & 
meditation/yoga teacher best 
known for her role as Helga in the 
hit TV show ‘Vikings’. Her passion 
is to connect people to their 
true power & essence through 
creating a safe space to explore 
their inner world. 

Martyn Blacklock
Martyn is very passionate about 
how challenges presented 
through yoga & person centred 
counselling offer such great 
potential for personal growth & 
inner peace.

Carroll Locke
Carroll’s unique pilates style is 
reflective of her experience & 
contagious passion for creating 
highly motivating classes. Live, 
learn & laugh your body & mind 
to fitness & health in her sessions. 

TEAM yogafit
IBIZA
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Libby Horsley
Libby believes in making fitness 
accessible to all - you don’t 
need to spend hours in a gym 
to work up a sweat & feel the 
benefits.

Jo Beale
Jo is a PT & online coach who 
specialises in transformation 
coaching for holistic wellbeing. 
Her personal journey through  
disordered eating, alcoholism, 
& a total weight loss of 170lbs 
lends a unique insight into our 
common fears & habits, & the 
ways we can overcome all, even 
our most challenging obstacles.

Rachel Blood
Rachel has been teaching for 10 
years & her love for latin music 
is shared with everyone when she 
teaches dance fitness & she is 
thrilled to bring this to YogaFit 
Retreats this April.

Chloë Sikiniotis
Chloe’s passion is to contribute 
to help change the world, to 
provide smiles for the frowns & 
hugs for the un-hugged. Also to 
be also be inspired by those 
connections & story’s of others I 
meet on my journey!

Nikki Wetherell
Nikki is a PT, yoga teacher & 
Reiki healer. She is passionate 
about coaching others to lead 
healthier, happier lives; allowing 
them to feel free, confident & 
empowered.

Dannie Toomey
Happy & fun loving dance, 
yoga & fitness presenter with an 
infectious personality. She loves 
making people in her classes & 
is passionate about spreading 
positivity. 

Helen Pybus
Helen has been involved in the 
fitness & mind/body industry 
since 2002 & devotes her time 
to mainly Pilates. She is the 
master presenter for Pulseroll.

Arnie Liaukus
After 18 years in the fitness 
industry Arnas, aka Arnie started 
to look at strength training from 
a new perspective by combining 
old school training with 
callisthenics & adding holistic 
training to make a perfect 
combination.

Mike Bines
Mike has been in the fitness 
industry for over 16 years. He now 
runs his own movement & dance 
studio alongside launching 
IGURU with Jayne Nicholls. Mike 
is enjoying his yoga journey & is 
passionate about helping others 
find strength in their practice.

Jayne Nicholls
Multi award-winning owner & 
director of GXT, Jayne commands 
a unique position in yoga & 
fitness. Never content to follow 
conventional methods, her 
passion for original thinking is the 
foundation for the Freestyle Yoga 
brand.

TEAM yogafit
IBIZA

Joe Houze
Joe is a yoga teacher & trained 
in yoga therapy for anxiety & 
yoga bodywork. At YogaFit he 
will be teaching power vinyasa 
classes, yoga for anxiety classes, 
& delivering talks on yoga 
for anxiety. His mission is to 
help people live with more joy, 
happiness & fun.
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JP Mann
JP is a High Level Personal Trainer 
& Fitness Instructor, specialising 
in Dance, HIIT, & Martial Arts.
He has a Captivating uplifting 
personality to motivate you & 
bring out your inner sunshine!



Iuri Soham
Massage
Iuri is a deeply intuitive therapist & 
he specialises in ancient healing 
arts from Asia. Passionate yoga 
teacher, meditation & breathwork. 
It’s not a job but a mission.

Contact by whatsapp on:
+34 671 81 70 73

Kim Ingleby
Helping you be courageous, 
grow your confidence, clarity & 
commit to actioning your best life

Elena Rossi
The creator & founder of The Yoni 
Empire. She is a women’s Orgasm 
Coach, Sex Educator, pleasure 
toy designer, full-time writer & 
lover of all things pleasure-
related.

Alex Sikiniotis
Nutrition
With a wealth of experience, 
our ‘Fitness Mama’ & resident 
nutritionist is passionate about 
helping  empower people to 
step into the best version of 
themsleves. 

Contact by whatsapp on:
+44 7944 048029

TEAM | THERAPISTS yogafit
IBIZA
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Miguel Angel
A native to the island, Miguel has 
spent the last 20 years studying 
yoga & natural therapys such as 
Chinese medicine & osteopathy.  
In 2006 he opened the Iyengar 
yoga center of Ibiza where he 
shares his passion & infectious 
personality with fellow islanders.

Abby Poem
Abby who loves nothing more 
than inspiring others to step into 
their power & embrace positive & 
healthy life-patterns.

Melchior
Quantum healing
Melchior combines his hippy 
childhood, professional football 
career with the past 17 years 
studying energy balancing 
modalities, coaching, numerology 
& intuition to create a ‘quantum 
metaphysical’ re-set.

Contact by whatsapp on:
+34 638 32 61 39

Javi de Gabriel
Massage
Javi’s caring & nurturing 
personality makes his bodywork 
unique. Through conscious touch 
his massages are pure magic.
He holds space for you to go 
through your own process in 
order to connect with yourself.

Contact by whatsapp on:
+34 656 70 76 58

Lydia Kimmerling
Life coach
Lydia believes that no one should 
feel trapped in their own life & 
has dedicated her business 
to helping fellow ‘happiness 
explorers’ get out of their 
happiness waiting game. 

Contact by whatsapp on:
+44 7949 193622

Suzanne 
Ice therapy
Suzanne is a certified Wim Hoff 
Method instructor. Her passion 
for ice therapy & Hoff’s method 
is born from personal experience. 
She has a beautiful energy for 
helping people. 

Contact by whatsapp on:
+34 600 74 08 09

Taban Shoresh
Lotus Flower
Former child genocide survivor, 
Taban Shoresh is the founder 
of The Lotus Flower, a non-profit 
for women & girls that currently 
supports survivors of conflict 
in Kurdistan, Northern Iraq & 
Germany.

Hawa
Wellness & Life Coach
To inform, empower & inspire 
has always been a life long 
passion for Hawa. She guides her 
clients through the many doors 
of the self; using analogy, story, 
metaphor & parables. Hawa’s 
way is simple “We are all here to 
walk each other home”.



Naomi Cosgrave 
Chiropractor | sports massage
Naomi is a chiropractor 
specialising in gentle corrections 
to ligaments & joints to rebalance 
the neuromuscular system. She is 
passionate about helping clients 
get to the root cause of recurrent 
injuries.

Contact by whatsapp on:
+44 7716 733072

Matt Mellor
Sports massage
Matt Mellor, former RAF medic & 
current level 4 sports massage 
therapist is passionate about 
fixing problems. Matt uses focused 
fascia release techniques & 
trigger point therapy to get 
results quickly from even the most 
chronic injuries.

Contact by whatsapp on:
+447970 532092

TEAM | THERAPISTS yogafit
IBIZA

Marion Stone
Facial massage
Marion is renowned on Ibiza for 
her facial. She integrates natural 
products with firm massage, 
lymphatic drainage, acupressure 
& energy healing. You will feel 
rejuvenated & restored with 
younger, lustrous, more alive, 
looking skin.

Contact by whatsapp on:
+44 7929 722028

Jade Gandey
Positive parenting
Upgrading parents’ body, mind 
& soul, because our children are 
watching.

Contact by whatsapp on:
+34 697 11 99 52

Lisandro Maseret
Massage
Lisandro has studied & practices 
techniques, including deep tissue, 
Thai, & Esalen-Californian, Lomi 
Lomi  massage. He has created 
a unique & personal style to help 
you form a deeper connection.

Contact by whatsapp on:
+34 652 47 16 15

Katie Greace
Water Therapist
Katie will be joining us to share 
some Water Therapy magic! 
She is passionate in sharing her 
knowledge she has gathered 
through her studies in Aquatic 
Body Work, Yoga, Meditation, 
& Fitness Coaching in order to 
guide & support others in their 
healing journeys.
Contact by whatsapp on: 
+34 600 23 48 72

Dietra Inselblume
Rejuvenating facial
After being the owner of a 
Wellness & Fitness club for 30 
years, Dietra offers revolutionary 
facials that heals your skin 
naturally & leaves your face firm, 
fresh & radiant, a natural face lift.

Contact by whatsapp on :
+34 627037644
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Joanna Lewins
Reiki Teacher & Musician 
She shares her offerings through 
1:1 sessions, workshops & 
teachings, predominantly across 
Europe & Bali. She creates safe & 
sacred spaces that guide others 
to open themselves to their own 
inner healing journeys, bringing 
them into a deep state of 
presence & back into their hearts.

Judith Balcazar 
Psychotherapist
Judith is a highly experienced 
& qualified therapist with a 
particular passion for the power 
of mindfulness, both as a proven 
strategy to deal with life’s stress & 
anxieties & as a beneficial daily 
meditational practice.  

Contact by whatsapp on:
+34 722 14 19 07

Belinda Clarke
Midlife coach & Author
Belinda The Midlife Mentor has 
over 25 years of professional 
experience in mentoring women 
to make positive life changes. 
Belinda will help you to move 
forward into a life that you love 
through 1 to 1 Discovery Sessions. 

BelindaTheMidlifeMentor.com
Contact by whatsapp on: 
+44 7780 158493

Annabel James
Breathwork
Annabel offers Breathwork 
sessions. This easy-to-learn 
breathing technique helps you 
access the full potential of your 
breathing system for better 
physical, emotional & mental well-
being.

Contact by whatsapp on:
+44 7818 036161

Simone Te Koppele 
Aqua Spinning
Spinning in the water makes her 
most happy. Hydro biking is fun 
& a great cardio work out with 
special focus on woman 40+ of 
age.
Simone has been introducing 
Hydro Bikes to the island of Ibiza 
since 3 years.



13.00 - 14.30 LUNCH

14.30 - 15.30 Yoga Basics
Amy | Marina

Pilates Fusion
Carroll | Buddha Area

15.30 - 16.30 Release Me - Welcome Class
Lindsay & Team | Main Stage

17.00 - 18.00 Welcome Gathering & Meet The Team
Team | Main Stage

18.30 - 21.30 DINNER

19:15 - 20:15 Candlelight Yoga 
Mike | Studio 1

20.30 - 21.30 Candlelight Yoga 
Lisa | Studio 1

Bhangrasize
Sunny | Teatro

Core Confidence
Alex | Studio 2 Kirtan & Fire Pitt

Abby | The Chiringuito

22.00 - 22.30 Bedtime Meditation 
Maude & Joe | Studio 1

Sunday 20th

yogafit
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Release Me
with Lindsay & Team





08:00 - 09.00 Sunrise Yoga
Lindsay & Abby | Marina

Wake Up Yoga & 
Meditation
Nikki | Studio 1

Tabata (HIIT) 30 mins
Jo Beale | Buddha Area

Sunrise Run
JP | Reception

08:00 - 10.30 BREAKFAST

10:00 - 10:30
Morning Release & Gathering - Focus Is Giving Love & Introducing The Lotus Flower Charity

Teatro | Whole Team lead by Lindsay, Taban & Hawa

11:00 - 12:00 Funk & Soul Dance
Rachel | Main Stage

Sculpt & Restore
Carroll | Buddha Area

Body Combat
Alex & Chloe | Teatro

Beach Yoga
Lisa | Beach

The Happiness Explorer
Visualise Your Future
Lydia | The Chiringuito

**Hydro Biking
Simone | Inside Pool**

12:30 - 13:30 Body Transformation
Mike | Main Stage

Yoga Basics
Amy | Buddha Area

Barre Fitness
Jayne | Studio 1

Yoga For Anxiety
Joe Houze | The Terrace

Which Neuro tribe do 
you belong to?

Judith | The Chiringuito

**Hydro Biking
Simone | Inside Pool**

13:00 - 14:30 LUNCH

14:30 - 15:30
Phunk da Phloor - House 

Dance
JP | Main Stage

Keep Calm & Do Pilates
Carroll | Buddha Area

Sharing Circle 
Nikki | Beach Massage Workshop

Javi & Lisandro | Studio 1 
(2hrs)

New Beginnings
Jo Beale | The Chiringuito

(2 hrs)

Tuning Into You
Taban & Hawa | Sea View 

Bar

16:00 - 17:00 Tai Chi Yoga Flow
Alex & Charlotte | Main Stage

Movement Meditation
Maude | Buddha Area

GRIT
Arnie | Teatro

**Aqua Warrior**
Sunny | Centre Pool

**Challenge**
Sunny | Centre Pool

17:30 - 18:30 Flowetic
Amy & Antonia | Main Stage

Fitness Pilates
Mike | Marina

Inversion Workshop
Lisa & Chloe | Teatro

The Cell Station
Dietra | Studio 1

Let’s Talk About Sex: Part 1
Elena | The Chiringuito **Float Stretch**

Sunny | Centre Pool

18:30 - 21:30 DINNER

19:15 - 20:15 Candlelight Yoga
Maude | Studio 1

20:30 - 21:30 Breathwork
Annabel | Studio 1

(2hrs)

Freesytle Yoga Yin & 
Yang

Jayne | Teatro

**Pulse Roll**
Helen | Studio 2

**Wataflow** 
Katie | Indoor Pool The Dance Off

Sunny & Charlotte | The Chiringuito

22.00 - 22.30 Bedtime Meditation 
Marion | Studio 2

Monday 21st
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SUNRISE YOGA
with Lindsay & Abby
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Paid class/excursion. Bookable at the YogaFit Desk **



I’m excited to be part of your experience & happy moments 
here in Ibiza. This Yogafit Retreats week is themed ‘higher love’. 
My name is Anouk & I’m available to capture these precious 
moments together. I want to empower you by capturing your 
unique beauty through connecting your heart to a higher 
love, celebrating this moment of the love for yourself.

Usually quite rare are the chances that you are on holiday 
feeling so good, relaxed, in such a magical place, glowing 
from connecting to this lovefield that we call Yogafit Retreats, 
being surrounded by gorgeous nature & magnificent natural 
light.

I long to create photographs that tell an intimate, genuine 

story. I make my focus on the gentle & the sincere. My aim is 
to really connect with you to create authentic & awesome 
portraits.

If you would like to create memories together you can book 
me for a 30-min private portrait session for 80€. I will provide 
you with a timeless collection of 5-10 pure & lovely photos 
with a true natural feel, in your own personal online 

I have a limited timetable available for portrait sessions 
throughout the week. You can sign up at the reception or 
connect to me via whatsapp (+34 634186355). 

With love, 
Anouk van Baal

www.anoukneerings.com



Wake Up & Rave
with Lindsay, Sunny & Charlotte yogafit
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Paid class/excursion. Bookable at the YogaFit Desk **

08:00 - 09.00 Sunrise Yoga
 Joe & Maude | Marina

Power Yoga
Lisa | Studio 1

Wake Up & Rave
Lindsay, Sunny & Charlotte 

| Beach

YogaMola
Iuri | The Chiringuito (75 mins)

08:00 - 10.30 BREAKFAST

10:00 - 10:30
Morning Release & Gathering - Cultivation Connection

Teatro | Whole Team lead by Lindsay, Javi & Lisandro

11:00 - 12:00 Twerk It 
Sunny | Main Stage

HABIT
Jo Beale | The Terrace

Pilates Fusion 
Carroll | Buddha Area

Pelvic Floor Workshop
Nikki | Studio 2

The Happiness Explorer
Fall In Love With Yourself

Lydia | The Chiringuito

**Hydro Biking
Simone | Inside Pool**

12:30 - 13:30 deepWORK
Attila, Arnie & Ada | Marina

Yoga Basics
Mike | Buddha Area

**Pulse Roll**
Helen | Studio 2

Acro Yoga
Lindsay, Alex & Chloe | The 

Terrace

Facial Massage 
Workshop

Marion | Studio 1

**Hydro Biking
Simone | Inside Pool**

13:00 - 14:30 LUNCH

14:30 - 15:30
Yoga To Music

Lindsay & Antonia | Main 
Stage

Pilates Stretch
Carroll | Marina

OSHO Heart 
Meditation
Iuri | Beach

Practical Quantum 
Magic

Melchior | Studio 1

How To Be Empowered 
In Any Situation

Belinda | Buddha Area

Tuning Into You
Taban & Hawa | The 

Chiringuito

16:00 - 17:00 Showdance
Charlotte | Main Stage

Freesytle Yoga
Jayne & Mike | Buddha Area

Nourish Not Punish
Nikki | Teatro

Chakra Balancing 
Meditation

Melchior | Studio 1

Positive Discipline
Jade | Sea View Bar

**Aqua Warrior**
Sunny | Centre Pool

**Challenge**
Sunny | Centre Pool

17:30 - 18:30 Insanity
JP | Main Stage

Tai Chi Yoga Flow
Alex | Buddha Area

Latin Dance Vibes
Rachel | The Chiringuito

Yoga For Anxiety
Joe | Studio 1

Learn About CBD
Simone | Studio 2

**Float Stretch**
Sunny | Centre Pool

18:30 - 21:30 DINNER

19:15 - 20:15 Candlelight Yoga
Lisa | Studio 1

20:30 - 21:30 Candlelight Yoga
Amy & Chloe | Studio 1

Ibiza Dance Fit
Lindsay & Team | Teatro

Movement Meditation
Maude | Studio 2

Mantra Chant
Gillian | Buddha Area DJ, Firepit & Market

22.00 - 22.30 Bedtime Meditation
Amy & Chloe | Studio 1

Tuesday 22nd
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 “  ZYTOENERGESE  “ ( Cell Energising )

A Rejuvenating Facial that Heals the Skin Naturally
Say Goodbye to a Tired Looking Face

The skin is the body’s largest organ. It is the portal for all incoming & outcoming 
information. But over time the skin can suffer, lack energy & sag.

For me personally, I was always looking for a holistic & non-invasive facial.
I finally found it in the method “ Zytoenergese “.

This unique treatment with the Zytoenergese machine recharges your cells.
Wands energise the cells by giving them an impulse.

Healing frequencies activate the cells own regenerative powers.
This whole process is deeply relaxing.

The treatment lasts for an hour, working on the different areas & muscles of your face.
After the facial you feel energised straight away; your skin looks fresher, much tighter & firmer.

The appearance of the skin around your eyes is smoother.
Your skin generally looks brighter & more glowing.

I’m delighted to welcome you to my therapy room.

With Love , Dietra

 Tel / Whats app   0034 627037644

www.thecellstation.com

CBD IS 
BETTER 
WITH 
COMPANY

We want you to join us in embracing 
a life enhanced by nature. By 
bringing together CBD with 
other complementary botanical 
ingredients, we can help you take 
your first steps into the world of CBD. 
Or if you’re already familiar with CBD, 
come & find out how good it can 
taste.

All our products are made with the 
highest quality, organic ingredients 
that delight the taste buds & enliven 
the senses.

We can’t wait for you to try them. 

www.grassandco.com



Wednesday 23rd

Aqua Float Concepts
with Sunny yogafit
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Paid class/excursion. Bookable at the YogaFit Desk **

08:00 - 09.00 Sunrise Freestyle Yoga
Jayne & Mike | Marina

Wake Up & Pilates
Carroll | Studio 1

Sunrise Run
JP | Reception

YogaMola
Iuri | The Chiringuito (75 mins)

08.00 - 08.15
Sea Run | Ice Therapy

Suzanne | Reception

08:00 - 10.30 BREAKFAST

10:00 - 10:30
Morning Release & Gathering - The Art Of Play

Teatro | Whole Team lead by Ken & Antonia

11:00 - 12:00
Ibiza Dance Fit

Antonia & Team | Main 
Stage

Power Yoga 
Into Your Inner Power

Maude | Buddha Area

GRIT
Arnie & Attila | The Terrace 

(30 mins) **The Goddess Cave 
Trek & Meditation**

Lindsay, Alex & Nikki | Reception

The Happiness Explorer
Stop Procrastinating Now

Lydia | The Chiringuito 

**Hydro Biking
Simone | Inside Pool**

12:30 - 13:30 Dancer’s Stretch
Sunny | Marina

Yoga Basics
Amy | Buddha Area

3style Fitness
Jayne, Mike & Alex | The 

Terrace

Quantum Healing
Melchior | Studio 1

**Hydro Biking
Simone | Inside Pool**

13:00 - 14:30 LUNCH

14:30 - 15:30 Dancing Back In Time
Rachel | Main Stage

Fitness Pilates
Mike | The Terrace

Rooting Through Alignment
Javi & Lisandro | Studio 1

Sharing Circle 
Nikki | Beach

Gut Feelings
Alex | Buddha Area

Tuning Into You
Hawa | The Chiringuito

16:00 - 17:00 Vinyasa Freedom Flow
Lisa | Main Stage

Meditation In Movement
Jayne | Studio 1

Raw2daCore
JP | Teatro

**Pulse Roll** 
Helen | Studio 2 **Wim Hof Method 

Workshop**
Suzanne | Buddha Area (2 

hrs)

**Aqua Warrior**
Sunny | Centre Pool

**Challenge**
Sunny | Centre Pool

17:30 - 18:30 Piloxing
Charlotte | Main Stage

Inversion Workshop
Lisa & Amy | Teatro

Jivamukti
Gillian | Studio 1

Let’s Talk About Sex: Part 2
Elena | Studio 2

**Float Stretch**
Sunny | Centre Pool

18:30 - 21:30 DINNER

19:15 - 20:15 Candlelight Yin Yoga
Lindsay | Studio 1

20:30 - 21:30 Candlelight Yoga
Amy | Studio 1

Yin/Yang Yoga
Martyn | Studio 2

Showdance
Charlotte | Teatro

**Wataflow** 
Katie | Indoor Pool

Live Music Ibiza Party
Firepit & Market

22.00 - 22.30 Bedtime Meditation
Lindsay & Iuri | Studio 1
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Acro Yoga
Tuesday 12.30 - 13.30 | Lindsay & Alex



Sea Run | Ice Therapy
with Suzanne
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Paid class/excursion. Bookable at the YogaFit Desk **Thursday 24th

08:00 - 09.00 Sunrise Yoga 
Lisa & Amy | Marina

Sunrise Coastal Walk
Connection to Mother Earth

Gillian | Beach

YogaMola
Iuri | The Chiringuito (75 mins)

08.00 - 08.15
Sea Run | Ice Therapy

Suzanne | Beach

08:00 - 10.30 BREAKFAST

10:00 - 10:30
Morning Release & Gathering - Music & Mantra

Teatro | Whole Team lead by Gillian, Abby & Lindsay

11:00 - 12:00
Euphoria 

Dance Meditation
Lindsay & DJ Nathan | Teatro

Fitness Pilates
Mike | Buddha Area

HIIT The Beach
Libby | Beach

Developing Strength & 
Balance 

Martyn | Studio 1

The Happiness Explorer
Master Your Mind
Lydia | The Chiringuito

**Hydro Biking
Simone | Inside Pool**

12:30 - 13:30
deepWORK 

Attila Arnie & Ada | Main 
Stage

Beach Yoga
Lisa | Beach

**Pulse Roll**
Helen | Studio 2

Acro Yoga
Lindsay & Alex | Marina

Yoga For Anxiety Talk
Joe Houze | Buddha Area

**Hydro Biking
Simone | Inside Pool**

13:00 - 14:30 LUNCH

14:30 - 15:30 Showdance
Charlotte | Main Stage

Insanity 
JP | The Terrace

Beach Walk & 
Meditation

Iuri | Beach

Sharing Circle 
Nikki | Buddha Area

Becoming Me: 
My Fat Loss, Fitness & 

Mindset Journey
Jo Beale | The Chiringuito

Tuning Into You
Hawa | The Chiringuito

16:00 - 17:00 Iyengar Yoga
Miguel Angel & Javi | Studio 1

Freestyle Yoga 
Ibiza Mix

Jayne & Mike | Main Stage

Body Combat
Alex | Teatro

Learn About CBD
Simone | Studio 2

Emotional Healing 
Workshop

Marion | Studio 2

**Aqua Warrior**
Sunny | Centre Pool

**Challenge**
Sunny | Centre Pool

17:30 - 18:30 Body Balance
Dannie | Main Stage

Bodyweight Bonanza 
Jo Beale | Teatro

Organised Chaos
Amy | Buddha Area

Floor Barre 
Gillian | Studio 1

Six Things Your Mother 
Never Told You About Sex
Elena | Studio 1 (Women Only) 

**Float Stretch**
Sunny | Centre Pool

18:30 - 21:30 DINNER

19:15 - 20:15 Candlelight Yoga 
Nikki | Studio 1

20:30 - 21:30 Candlelight Yoga 
Iuri | Studio 1

Yoga For Anxiety
Joe Houze | Studio 2

Belly Dance
Sunny | Teatro

**Wataflow** 
Katie | Indoor Pool Kirtan & Fire Pit

Abby & Gillian | The Chiringuito

22.00 - 22.30 Healing Soundbath Meditation 
Lindsay & Iuri | Studio 1
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The 4 Paths of Yoga
By Roger Gabriel (Raghavanand)

Vedanta tells us that there are five causes of suffering:
1. Not knowing who we are
2. Attachment: Clinging to things that are impermanent 
& having expectations
3. Aversion: Trying to avoid things that are not real
4. Identifying with the ego & creating separate 
realities
5. Fear of death
Fortunately, Vedanta also gives us the solutions to 
overcome them. It tells us that by correcting the first 
cause & remembering who we really are, all others 
will cease to concern us.
Yoga (the union of body, mind, soul, & spirit) is 
rediscovering who we are & returning to a life of joy, 
bliss, & freedom. Vedanta, recognizing that we each 
have different personalities & preferences, offers us 

four Paths of Yoga, or sets of spiritual practices, to 
help us reach this goal. 
In life we can act, we can think, we can feel, or we 
can do nothing. To act is Karma Yoga, to think is 
Gyana Yoga, to feel (love) is Bhakti Yoga, & to do 
nothing completely is Samadhi—the final step of Raja 
Yoga & goal of all Yoga. 
Let’s look at each of the Paths of Yoga & see how 
we can incorporate them into our lives. 

1. Bhakti Yoga
Bhakti is the yoga of devotion, ultimately to the Divine, 
but it can initially be a guru, your family, a friend, or 
anything that creates strong emotional ties.
In today’s world with so much chaos & confusion, it 
is said that Bhakti is the easiest of the paths. It can 
be practiced by anyone - regardless of mental or 
physical abilities - & doesn’t involve extensive yogic 
practices. 
Bhakti is the path of love which removes jealousy, 
hatred, lust, anger, egoism, pride, & arrogance. It 
replaces those feelings with feelings of joy, divine 
ecstasy, bliss, peace, & wisdom. 

To be in love with someone or something creates 
separation. Bhakti is to be love—to be intoxicated 
with Divine Love. It is the Unity of being in love with 
Love Itself. Vedanta says, put the emphasis where it 
belongs—on the Divine Self within each person we 
encounter. 

2. Karma Yoga
Karma means “action,” & Karma Yoga is performing 
action without attachment to the outcome. It is the 
path of selfless service (Seva). You cease to identify 
with the ego & all action is seen as an offering to 
the Divine. 
The heart is purified so egoism, hatred, jealousy, 
selfishness, & similar negative qualities vanish, creating 
space for humility, pure love, sympathy, tolerance, & 
compassion.
Karma Yoga is “doing the right thing,”—the process 
of achieving perfection in action. It means following 

one’s dharma (true purpose) & acceptingwhatever 
comes, without expectation of payment, thanks, or 
recognition. 

3. Gyana (Jnana) Yoga
Gyana Yoga is the path of knowledge or, more 
correctly, wisdom. It is the means to Enlightenment 
through the process of reason—particularly the 
process of discrimination between what is real & 
what is not real, what is true & untrue—through study 
& self-inquiry. 
It is said to be the most difficult path because it 
uses the mind & intellect to go beyond themselves to 
finally realize you are One with the Divine.

4. Raja Yoga
Raja Yoga means the “Royal Path.” Just as a king 
maintains control over his kingdom, you must maintain 
control over your own “kingdom”—the vast territory of 
your mind.

It’s the path of meditation, mantras, & techniques. The 
basic theme of Raja Yoga is that your perception of 
the Divine Self is obscured by the disturbances of the 
mind. If the body & mind can be made still & pure, the 
Self will instantaneously shine forth.
Raja Yoga is the path most favored by Westerners 
because it can be practiced by almost everyone 
requiring no belief or particular faith. Raja Yoga 
says to believe only what you find out for yourself 
through direct experience. 

Even though these four paths appear different, there 
is really only one Yoga, one Union. We may be drawn 
to one Path more than the others but they complement 
each other. As the saying goes, “All roads lead to 
Rome,” so all Paths lead to Enlightenment. 
The Paths are like four different strands woven together 
to form the same rope, each one strengthened by 
the others. Choose whichever aspects of each path 
resonate with you & begin to incorporate them into 
your life. Look for joy in your daily practice & let it 
guide you.



Beach Yoga
with Lisa & Chloe yogafit

RETREATS

Paid class/excursion. Bookable at the YogaFit Desk **

08:00 - 09.00 Sunrise Yoga 
Lindsay  | Marina

Movement & Mindfulness
Kim | Buddha Area

Wake Up & Move
Libby | Studio 1

YogaMola
Iuri | The Chiringuito (75 mins)

08.00 - 08.15
Sea Run | Ice Therapy

Suzanne | Reception

08:00 - 10.30 BREAKFAST

10:00 - 10:30
Morning Release & Gathering - The Body Just Wants To Move

Teatro | Whole Team lead by Jayne, Mike & Ken

11:00 - 12:00 Shake Your Chakras
Iuri & Team | Main Stage

Tai Chi Yoga Flow
Alex | Buddha Area

Military Fitness
Arnie & Attila | Beach

Beach Yoga
Lisa & Chloe | Beach

The Happiness Explorer
Own Your Personal Power 

Lydia | The Chiringuito

**Hydro Biking
Simone | Inside Pool**

12:30 - 13:30 Fight Klub
JP | Main Stage

Yoga Basics 
Amy | Buddha Area

**Pulse Roll**
Helen | Studio 2

Developing Strength & 
Balance

Martyn | The Terrace

Asana Lab
Gillian | Studio 1

**Hydro Biking
Simone | Inside Pool**

13:00 - 14:30 LUNCH

14:30 - 15:30 Fitness Pilates
Mike | Main Stage

Advanced Yoga 
Technique

Jayne | Buddha Area

Friday I’m In Love
Antonia | Teatro

Sharing Circle
Nikki | Beach

The Truth About Sugar
Alex | The Chiringuito

Bangra Pool Party
Sunny | Centre Pool

16:00 - 17:00 Fun Dance
Charlotte | Main Stage

Inversion Workshop  
Lisa & Chloe | Teatro

HIIT The Beach 
Libby | Beach (30 mins)

Yin Yang Yoga
Amy | Buddha Area

Transform Your Winter 
Kim | Studio 1

**Aqua Warrior**
Sunny | Centre Pool

**Challenge**
Sunny | Centre Pool

17:30 - 18:30 3style Fitness
Jayne, Mike & Alex | Main Stage

Yoga & Reiki
Nikki | Buddha Area

Zumba
Dannie | Teatro

Yin/Yang Yoga
Martyn | Studio 1

The Art Of Play
Antonia & Ken | Studio 2

**Float Stretch**
Sunny | Centre Pool

18:30 - 21:30 DINNER

19:15 - 20:15 Shake It Off With T.R.E.
Lindsay | Studio 1

20:30 - 21:30
Jivamukti Spiritual 

Warrior
Gillian | Studio 1

deepWORK
Arnie & Attila | Teatro

**Wataflow** 
Katie | Indoor Pool

Introduction To Yoni 
Massage

Elena | Studio 2 (Women Only)
DJ, Firepit

The Chiringuito

22.00 - 22.30 Bedtime Meditation
Gillian & Charlotte | Studio 1

Friday 25th
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GODDESS CAVE
The goddess Tanit was one of the most important goddesses of 
Carthaginian mythology. Not only is it known in Ibiza , it was also 
worshiped in many places in the Mediterranean (North Africa, 
Lebanon Cyprus, Sardinia, Sicily or Benidorm) that belonged to 
the Carthaginian empire. But without any doubt, it was in Ibiza 
where Tanit’s worship became more palpable & where various 

temples of worship have been found.

Tanit was the Goddess of love, fertility, life, prosperity, harvest, 
death & the moon. She was one of the most important goddesses 
of the Carthaginians, as she defended a sacred island, such as 

Ibiza, defended by poisonous animals. 

Tannit’s cave is located in the north-east & has the strongest 
feminine energy on the island. She is the protector & goddess 
of fertility, dance & creation. Join Lindsay, Alex, Elena & Nikki 
on Wednesday 23rd October from 11.00am to celebrate the 

sacred feminie. 

Book at the YogaFit Desk: €25

RESET YOUR HAPPINESS
DAILY MOTIVATIONAL TALKS

With Lydia Kimmerling, The Happiness Explorer 

Master Certified Business & Life Coach

MONDAY: Visualise Your Future
Discover how to get crystal clear on what will make you truly happy & how to feel 

content, right now.

TUESDAY: Fall In Love With Yourself
Shift from being your worst critic to your biggest fan & become the person you love most 

in your
life.

WEDNESDAY: Stop Procrastinating Now
Overcome fear & make a plan to start moving forward, with a step by step guide to 

taking positive action.

THURSDAY: Master Your Mind
Learn five simple steps that breakthrough negative thinking, giving you control of your 

thoughts, so that you can make them positive.

FRIDAY: Own Your Personal Power
Overcome fear & make a plan to start moving forward, with a step by step guide to 

taking unstoppable action.

Tips & practical exercises delivered in a fun & inspirational way
Monday to Friday at the Churinguito @ 10.30am.

[For 121 sessions with Lydia text/call +44 (0) 7949 193622] 

Or find us online here 

www.thehappinessexplorer.com



Saturday 26th

08:00 - 09.00 Sunrise Yoga
Gillian & Javi | Marina

Organised Chaos
Amy | Buddha Area

Sunrise Beach Walk
Lindsay | Beach

08.00 - 08.15
Sea Run | Ice Therapy

Suzanne | Reception

08:00 - 10.30 BREAKFAST

10:00 - 10:30
Morning Release & Gathering - Raising Your Vibrations & Living In Gratitude

Teatro | Whole Team lead by Lindsay, Alex & Charlotte

11:00 - 12:00 Body Balance
Dannie | Main Stage

Yoga Basics
Amy | Buddha Area

Team Mate
Antonia, Arnie, Libby & Ken | 

Beach

Six Things Your Mother Never 
Told You About Sex

Elena | Studio 1 (Women Only)
HIPPY MARKET

Free Bus - ask at reception for 
bus times12:30 - 13:30 Yoga To Music 

Lindsay & Antonia | Main Stage
**Pulse Roll**
Helen | Studio 1

Physical & Emotional 
Sobriety

Jo Beale | The Churinguito

Exploring Yoga Off The Mat
Gillian | Studio 1

13:00 - 14:30 LUNCH

14:30 - 15:30 Sassy Heels
Charlotte | The Terrace

HIIT
Libby & Arnie | Main Stage Opening Your Heart With 

Breath, Asana & Meditation
Martyn | Studio 1 Ibiza Chill Out Pool Party

The Terrace
16:00 - 17:00 FightKlub

JP | Main Stage
Fitness Pilates

Mike | Buddha Area

17:30 - 18:30 Empower Yoga
Nikki | Main Stage

Brave Mind & Body Happy
Kim | Buddha Area

Introduction To Orgasms
Elena | Studio 1 (Women Only)

18:30 - 21:30 DINNER

20:00 - 21:00 Party Vibes
Sunny | Main Stage

Candlelight Yoga
Lisa | Studio 1

Slow Flow Yoga
Chloe | Studio 2 Kirtan & Fire Pit

Abby & Joanna | The Chiringuito

21.30 - 22.00 Bedtime Meditation
Joe Houze | Studio 1

Fitness Pilates
with Mike yogafit

RETREATS

Paid class/excursion. Bookable at the YogaFit Desk **



YOGAFIT IBIZA MAP



07.00 - 08.00 Sunrise Yoga 
Lindsay | Marina

Run Strong & Speed Session
Kim | Buddha Area

08:00 - 10.30 BREAKFAST

09.00 - 10.00 Insanity
JP | Main Stage

Power Yoga 
Joe Houze | Buddha Area

10.30 - 11.30 Bhangracise
Sunny | Main Stage

Yoga Basics
Amy | Buddha Area

12.00 - 13.00 Closing Class - Release, Relax & Let Go
Lindsay | Main Stage

13.00 - 14.30 LUNCH

Sunday 27th

Closing Class - Release, Relax & Let Go
with Lindsay yogafit

RETREATS



YOGA 
Acro Yoga 
Combining partner acrobatics with the 
holistic philosophy of yoga; building 
trust, friendship & communication in a 
really fun way.

Beach Yoga
A standing strength practice to sounds 
of the ocean.

Candlelight Yoga
Complete your day with a calming & 
serene yoga & meditation session. 
You’ll feel utterly relaxed & ready for 
deep slumber.

Developing Strength & Balance 
In the bend of a pose, we discover the 
stability & balance we need for our 
yoga practice. In the bend of emotion, 
we discover the stability & balance 
we need for life. Grounded movement 
on the mat can lead to a grounded 
approach to the whole of life.

Empower Yoga
Focusing on postures that embody 
feminine strength & empowerment. 

Freestyle Yoga
A celebration of contemporary yoga 
including sun salutations, flowing yoga 
postures, targeted breath practice 
& great music. Both challenging & 
exhilarating, this method of Yoga is 
designed to improve your practice, 
allowing you to achieve your potential. 

Freestyle Yoga Yin & Yang
This class meanders through flow & 
release. The Yin takes us to “the edge” 
of our range of motion & the Yang flows 
through postures with stability & ease. 
This is a great class to achieve personal 
results & see a change in your yoga 
practice.

Hot Power Yoga | Power Yoga
A powerful vinyasa flow class. Get ready 
to feel energised & sweaty. The hot class 
is in 30˚C. 

Inversion Workshop
Change your perspective, challenge 
your balance & get inverted with a 
smile.

Jivamukti
A mix of traditional chanting, breath 
awareness, alignment exploration, 
vinyasa, meditation, verbal & physical 
guidance, all at your own pace.

Jivamukti Spiritual Warrior
Fast-paced, invigorating & toning, 
structured in vinyasa sequence.

Mantra Chant
Let your inhibitions go in this connecting 
singing session as you are lead through 
some beautiful healing mantras. 

Meditation In Movement
The synchronisation of breath, focus 
& physical practice can bring you 
meditative results. 

Movement Meditation
A journey through the elements to 
connect you to your true essence. 

Organised Chaos
A dynamic vinyasa class where the focus 
is on the transition. Expect challenging 
sequences linked in unexpected ways, 
strong flows, slow motion movement & 

most importantly FUN! All the good stuff 
happens outside comfort zones.

Osho Heart Meditation
Osho created this beautiful meditation 
technique to experience the thoughtless 
state. Even one small experience of 
this state can wake up the thirst to 
want more of this peace, silence, joy & 
blissfulness.

Rooting Through Alignment
By paying close attention to anatomical 
details, you will be able to connect to 
the element earth.

Slow Flow Yoga
A gentle flow that allows you to slow the 
pace & relax into the evening.

Sunrise Yoga
Wake up & flow in our beautiful outdoor 
studio overlooking the sea, as the sun 
rises over the horizon.

Freestyle Yoga Ibiza Mix 
Jayne & Mike create beautiful flows 
to music that you will love. Adding 
drama & theatre to yoga, making it a 
performance to music.

Vinyasa Freedom Flow
A freeing & powerful journey working on 
physical strength & emotional release to 
balance the body, mind & soul. Expect 
to leave with a full heart & open mind.

Wake Up Yoga & Meditation
Envigorating morning stretch with a 
meditation to help give you clarity for 
the day ahead.

Yin/Yang Yoga 
Here we will warm up the connective 
tissues of the body through some gentle 
backbends before heating things up in 
a dynamic yang flow, moving into the 
muscles of the hips & shoulders. Spine-
lengthening, deep twists will lead us 
into some beautiful, strong & energising 
backbends.

Yoga Basics
We’ll work on pranayama (breath 
control), asana (poses) & meditation to 
help start you on your yoga journey.

Yoga For Anxiety
This yoga class will help give you the 
tools to deal with everyday anxiety.

YogaMola
Fun & envigorating vinyasa class, 
starting the day with positivity & a 
challenge. 

Yoga To Music
Flow in beautiful vinyasa sequences to 
hits we love. 

Yoga & Reiki
A restorative class that focuses on 
healing & clearing your energy using 
Reiki.

HOLISTIC
Barre Fitness
A fusion of ballet, functional fitness & 
yoga which tones & sculpts muscles 
while focusing on alignment, form, 
flexibility & posture.

Body Balance
A powerful &  beautiful flow incorporating 
yoga & tai chi principles to strength the 
body & still the mind.

Tai Chi Yoga Flow
A free flowing powerful &  beautiful class 
incorporating yoga & tai chi principles 
to strength the body & still the mind.

Fitness Pilates 
A modern progressive & functional 
Pilates class that addresses the weakest 
areas of the body creating balance & 
harmony.

Floor Barre
A barre class without the barre. You’ll 
get the usual fusion of ballet, yoga & 
pilates, but you’ll do it all on the floor. It 
puts less strain on fragile or injury-prone 
parts.

Keep Calm & Do Pilates
Stretch, release & breathe. Leave your 
troubles outside the entrance & focus 
on deep relaxation. Leave released, 
refreshed & rejuvenated.

Pilates Fusion 
A fusion of muscle conditioning & 
stretching with a flow of pilates 
exercises. This class will rock your core & 
strengthen you from head to toe, while 
working to improve posture & balance 
to lengthen muscles & focus the mind. 

CLASS DESCRIPTIONS



Pilates Fusion 
A fusion of muscle conditioning & 
stretching with a flow of Pilates exercises. 
This class will rock your core & strengthen 
you from head to toe, while working to 
improve posture, balance & lengthen 
muscles. 

Pilates Stretch
Pure stretch & release. Let your body 
go & focus on releasing tension. Give 
your body what it needs - give in to 
length, softening & pleasure of freedom 
of movement.

Pulse Roll**
Using the combination of pressure & 
vibration, pulse roll will help loosen your 
muscles, increase blood flow & flush 
away lactic acid.

Release Me
Let go completely & release all of the 
tensions & stresses of the day, preparing 
you physically & mentally for the retreat 
ahead. 

Release, Relax & Let Go
Exactly as it sounds, the perfect end to 
your retreat. Our signature sign-off class.

Sculpt & Restore
Total body workout focused on 
understanding the mechanics of Pilates. 
Bring your focus to your mind & restore 
your body to it’s optimal balance.

Wake Up & Pilates
Strengthen your core with slow & 
controlled movement.

Wataflow
Katie takes us back to the water in the 
connecting transformation journey. 

FITNESS
3style Fitness
3 presenters, 3 outcomes, 3 times the fun. 
This unique H.I.I.T class combines MMA, 
cardio & conditioning with Alex, Jayne 
& Mike

Aqua Float Concepts
A range of classes with Sunny which work 
the core as you balance on the boards, 
in the pool. Please ask at reception for 
further details & to book (Classes are 
7€ each).

Body Combat
High energy martial arts combined with 
music to give you an unbeatable 
workout.

Body Transformation
Mike has mixed several styles in to one 
good old fashioned full body toning 
class. 

deepWORK®
The meeting point of traditional far 
eastern techniques & western European 
science. It’s unique, powerful & very 
positive.

Nourish Not Punish
Join PT Nikki for a workout that will make 
you feel fabulous. It’s not just about 
toning your body. It’s about releasing 
those feel-good endorphins.

GRIT
This HIIT workout uses a variety of 
body weight exercises, presenting the 
challenge & intensity you need to get 
results fast. 

HABIT
Hips, abs, butt & incredible thighs.

HIIT The Beach
A fast-paced class for all abilities. 
Aimed to increase your metabolism to 
help your body burn fat for up to 24 
hours after exercising.

Hydro Biking
An aqua spinning class. 

Insanity
For HIIT it is the Bomb! A total body 
workout using your own weight for 
resistance.

Military Fitness 
Workout with the deepWORK team for a 
fun, hardcore & old-school conditioning 
class.

Piloxing
A creative mix between pilates & boxing. 
It will not only strengthen your core, but 
sculpt & elongate your muscles.

Tabata (HIIT) 30 mins
This intense & short burst interval training 
is designed to raise your heart rate into 
the anaerobic zone for short periods of 
time..

TeamMate
Body conditioning with a buddy; fitness 
with a friend is twice the fun!

Sunrise Run
A 5K route for all levels to enjoy the 
close by surroundings of the hotel as 
the sun rises.

Wake Up & Move
Fitness for all levels, getting the heart 
rate going first thing to burn calories 
throughout your day.

DANCE
Bhangracise 
High energy movements create a 
stimulating cardiovascular workout in an 
enjoyable form of dance - get ready to 
screw in those lightbulbs! 

Dancer’s Stretch
Take a fun trip down memory lane & 
stretch like they used to in ‘Fame’ the 
musical. 

Dancing Back In Time
We take a trip down memory lane with 
classic dance floor fillers in this fun & 
easy to follow dance class.

Flowetic
A beautiful class combining dance, 
toning & strengthening exercises, 
alongside stretching & relaxation. 
Fitness & well-being for the body & mind.

Fun Dance
A super fun, easy to follow  dance class, 
incorporating different styles.

Funk & Soul Dance
Easy to follow dance fitness class to funk 
& soul music.

Ibiza Dance Fit
A fun, fresh & exhilarating Ibiza dance 
party in the sunshine; feel the music & 
move your body.

Latino Dance Vibbes
Feel those Latin vibes in this super fun, 
easy to follow class.

The Dance Off
Join Sunny & Charlotte for a good old 
fashioned dance off in this simple to 
follow dance fitness class.

Party Vibes
Join Sunny as he gets the party started 
in a fun, very un-serious dance class, 
whether you want to join in or just cheer 
him on, come along.

Phunk da Phloor!
Easy to follow house dance class that 
will get the party started.

Showdance
Let loose your inner diva as you learn a 
sassy, musical style routine.  Easy & fun, 
dancing on every accent & beat!  

Twerk It
Free your inhibitions & try to keep up 
with Sunny’s booty shaking in this fun 
dance class.

Wake Up & Rave
Start your day with an Ibiza festival to 
dance your muscles awake.

CLASS DESCRIPTIONS



WALKS
Beach Walk & Meditation
This guided walking meditation teaches, 
empowers & energises.

Sunrise Beach Walk | Coastal Walk
A relaxing walk along the beach is one 
of the best ways to start your day. Soak 
up the sounds as the island begins to 
awaken.

Trek to Pou des Lleo
This trek through the Ibicencan 
countryside & along red cliffs takes you 
to one of our favourite spots on the 
island. 

WORKSHOPS
Asana Lab
Refine your practice & take time to look 
at some of the asanas in this interactive 
workshop. We’ll focus on breaking down 
each asana & assisting each other. 
Guaranteed ‘ah ha’ moments. 

Breathwork
The simple technique of breathing can 
become the most efficient & effective 
healing tool. Release trapped emotions 
& cultivate states of peace & presence.

Exploring Yoga Off The Mat 
Discover & explore ways to take your 
practice from the mat & out into the 
world. 

Facial Massage Workshop
Join Marion as she teaches you facial 
massage to stimulate your face, making 
you look younger & healthier.

Massage Workshop 
Discover how massage can relieve stress 
& promote relaxation & healing through 
presence, consciousness, connection & 
touch.  

Opening Your Heart With Breath, 
Asana & Meditation 
Yoga enables us to always act from a 
place of care & compassion for self & 
for others to ensure these potentially 
stressful & painful situations are met with 
grace & an open mind.

Pelvic Floor Workshop
Improving the pelvic floor helps increase 
confidence & self-esteem along with 
your sex life as an added bonus.

Practical Quantum Magic
Playing with our energy, learning 
about quantum therapy, alchemy & our 
personal power to modify & change our 
reality instantly.

Quantum Healing
Our bodies ultimately are fields of 
information, intelligence & energy. Come 
along & find out more.

Sharing Circle
A traditional Native American way to 
solve problems & be heard. It is a very 
effective way to remove barriers & to 
allow people to express themselves with 
complete freedom. 

Shake It Off With T.R.E. 
(Trauma Release Exercises)
Lindsay runs through an innovative 
series of exercises that help the body 
release deep muscular patterns of 
stress, tension & trauma.

The Art Of Play
A set of games to warm our spirits, lighten 
our mood & encourange connection.

Understanding Sound Healing
Iuri teaches us how sound healing 
therapy can improve your physical & 
emotional health & wellbeing.

Wim Hof Method Workshop
Discover each of the 3 pillars underlying 
the Wim Hof method & the benefits it can 
offer your health & mental wellbeing. 
Start your journey with Suzanne.

MEDITATION 
Bedtime Meditaion
Let us help you get some serious shut-
eye with this soothing guided meditation. 

Chakra Balancing Meditation
Using guided imagery, sound 
waves & frequencies in real time.
Using quadraphonic technology to 
reharmonise each energy center in 
sequence to relax the mind, the emotions 
& the body.

TALKS
Core Confidence
Exploring your internal world; how you 
love yourself, the boundaries you set & 
the rituals you abide by in body & mind. 
Core confidence is the most beautiful 
attribute & gift we as human beings can 
live in. Let’s explore.

Emotional Healing Therapy
A powerful combination of the journey 
work, NLP, meditation & talking therapy. 
Gently guiding you to the root cause 
of your pain; healing it at its core, 
enabling you to make profound & 
positive changes in your life. 

Learn About CBD
If you are interested in CBD and it’s 
benefits, this short informational talk is 
for you. 

Let’s Talk About Sex
Elena talks about how to have better 
sex with your partner & being more 
connected to their & your own pleasure. 

New Beginnings
Jo helps us to form new habits to 
achieve your goals.

How To Be Empowered In Any Situation
Are you feeling unseen, lost or unheard? 
Are you supporting everyone else but 
never showing up for yourself?
Do you hang back & say yes, when you 
mean no?

If you have said “Yes” to any of the 
above then this workshop is for you!

Positive Discipline
Jade Gandey of No Mum Is An Island 
shares some powerful exercises to help 
you understand why stickers, rewards, 

bribes, prizes, punishment and yelling 
are not effective and what you can do 
instead to create a loving connection 
to get a cooperative child. 

The Cell Station
Ground-breaking, holistic treatment & 
healing Ttherapy. Dietra & the inventor, 
Gerhard Polzhofer, share everything you 
need to know about this non-invasive, 
anti-aging method that recharges your 
skin, hair & body naturally on a cellular 
level.

Tuning Into You
A life changing workshop designed to 
use self-love & self-care exercises to 
help you tune into your inner coach, 
your internal guide & your intuition.

The Happiness Explorer 
Using proven life-coaching tools, 
Lydia teaches you a powerful 6-day 
programme to help you feel happy & 
in control right now. See page 18 for 
more info.

The Truth About Sugar & Gut Feelings
Alex, our resident nutrition specialist, PT & 
fitness expert draws on her naturopathic 
training to help you understand what 
holistic nutrition looks like & how it can 
help to heal your body & mind.

Which Neuro tribe do you belong to?
Ever wondered why it is easy to relate 
to some people & not to others? Which 
neuro tribe do you belong to , &  what 
does that mean.

Kirtan, Fire Pit & Market
Join us around the fire for a Kirtan, 
which is a musical journey, a form of 
bhakti yoga — the yoga of devotion. 
The heart & soul of the evening is the 
joyous, enlivening chanting.

CLASS DESCRIPTIONS



Last year I wrote about the different types of love as 
explained by the ancient Greeks. 

Eros - sexual passion, Philia - deep friendship, Ludus 
- playful love, Agape - unconditional love, Pragma - 
long-standing love, Philautia - self love

Let’s revisit the 4th love, & perhaps the most radical 
& important, ‘agape’ or selfless love. It is a love which 
is a gift of grace, a love you extend to all people, 
whether family members or distant strangers. Agape 
was later translated into Latin as caritas, which is 
the origin of our word “charity.” Famous author C.S. 
Lewis referred to it as “gift love,” the highest form 
of Christian love, a love that God embodies. It is 
a spiritual love based in grace, something given 
without expectation of anything in return. But it 
also appears in other religious traditions, such as 
the idea of mettā (universal loving kindness) in 
Theravāda Buddhism.

Have you ever been mesmerised by certain humans 
who appear to have a ‘God like’ capacity to love 
unconditionally, a depth which captivates your heart 
& mind? I have; & these people ignite a

passion in me to become better everyday, to live so 
contagiously it creates an atmosphere of ‘heaven’ 
here on earth & holds space for beauty to find us 
again...? 

This summer Kygo’s remix ‘Higher Love’ with Whitney 
Houston has been Lindsay’s & my theme tune, & our 
mantra. This is the theme for our yogafit retreat. 

Agape living is the highest form of love, embodying 
a life of service. Giving from an abundant heart, 
one full of a sense of wholeness. The paradox within 
is that when we are feeling down & defeated, 
stepping into service can be the very thing which 
brings us back to that sense of purpose. Creating in 
turn clarity & grounding. A purpose driven life based 
in service, actually builds strength. Serving others is 
essential for our own emotional well-being.

Author & researcher Brene Brown recently stated 
in an interview that in researching the personality 
traits of those humans who had the ability to love 
seemingly unselfishly were those who had personal 
boundaries of steel. This would suggest that agape 
love is a love based in structure & self discipline, 

action, commitment & a serious amount of self 
realisation rather than a Hollywood inspired wishy, 
washy love. A verb rather than a noun. Something we 
have to ‘practise’ on a daily basis, & a philosophy 
embodied by karma yoga. 

Just as the body is strengthened by physical 
exercise, the mind is strengthened by practising 
stillness, the heart is strengthened by choosing to 
love even when we don’t feel like it.

Love is the action of moving from ‘me’ to ‘us’ & it is 
the ability to see deeply into a person especially 
when they bring you their ugliness; it’s the truth that 
transcends our limited understanding & conditioning. 
It is unity, it is grace, & it is maturity. It’s our reason for 
living.

Join us for our new Greek YogaFit retreat in May 
2020 to really immerse ourself in the wisdom & 
legacy of the philosophers of old birth by this 
beautiful land.

HIGHER LOVE
by Alex Sacco
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